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About This Game

Afterparty is Episode 1 in multi-episode series of Ash. This is a puzzle, pixel-art, rpg adventure game that will test your ability
to figure out your environment to advance. A locked door or a path is not always opened the way you might think...

   Originally posted by Ash:
  “I’m so excited for the party,”

Little does she know that this party will be the start of an amazing adventure. Quickly she realizes that she is stuck in the house
that once held many guests, but now is quite empty… Or is it?

Why is she there? Who is her host? And most importantly… Will she ever get home?

Help Ash on her journey in this casual puzzle based adventure that will keep her searching for a way home, only to find she
must go deeper into the depths of this house that may never let her go.
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Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 2000 / XP / Vista
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resolution
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I have always loved puzzle games. This game makes you think and be methodical in solving the interconnected puzzles
throughout the game. The graphics are carefully thoughtout to add to the atmosphere. It's tricky in some places and maybe a
little too simple in others, but in a way, that makes you have to pay more attention to decide if you're missing something or not.
This is a pretty simple game, but I am enjoying solving the problems. It is well worth the little bit of money spent and I have a
feeling it will keep me busy for a while. To me, that means money well spent! I would definately recommend this game for
anyone who likes puzzles.. The game was def made on a old engine, but saying that this game is def a keeper. This game is full
of riddles some harder than others. I have to admit I was stumped at times. The idea behind it all is a great one. The character
"Ash" she is a cutie. I like the different rooms that this gamer has put into the game. I also like that when playing not all riddles
can be solved in just one room. I do think the lighting is a little to dark in some of the rooms making it kind of difficult to see at
times. This game is much harder than I would have thought. The puzzles can really get you... but the story is really creepy if you
start to unearth it!. I bought this game for two dollars intentionally without looking just because it had my name in the title.. i'll
take the risk i thought.. might pay off..

Just another generic 'made in RPG maker' game..

If you enjoy cutting edge game mechanics from 1997 then this game is for you.. Before starting the review, I would like to point
out that my long playtime is because at one point I put my computer on hibernate and went to sleep without closing the app.
Now let's move on shall we~

The Amazing Adventures of Ash is an okay game. It's not the worst game out there but I can't recommend it either. It is
supposed to be a puzzle game, however it fails to deliver good puzzles as most of them are just running around and interacting
with everything. The most you are going to get is finding passwords which is easy because you do not need to figure them out
yourself, they are simply given to you. There is a lot of looking around as sometimes the items aren't obvious at all. I had to look
at the screenshots to actually figure out that I can get a candle. Most of the time you are clueless about what you need to do
because the game does not point it out to you. It's like giving a pear to a baby and expecting him to turn it into a key and use it
on a door. You get what I mean :P
There is barely any character development. We don't know much about even Ashley's personality. We know very little about
Emily and his dad too, it's like they are just there to fill in the plot and nothing else. They don't feel real. But there are also some
things that never get explained. For example, who is the lady with the blue hair? A friend of Emily? Another person the dad
sacrificed?
There are also quite a few things in the game that never get explained. Why are there spirits in the house? Did some one die
there before? Why are there weird places like a playground and a maze in the house? What about the ''He Watches'' message?
The mapping in the game was not too bad. Larger rooms were a bit empty and some tiles were used incorrectly, but overall it
was pretty good. The art was pretty weird and looked like something in MS Paint(in cases like these I actually prefer games
without custom art). The battles are way too easy. I was able to get past them just by mashing the attack button. Even though
there were only 3(I'm sure there is more but maybe I noticed to avoid them)I still thought they could present a bigger challenge.
The game is poorly made in cases too. You can interact with things even when you aren't facing them and that seems to be a
common bug in newbie devs' games. It's really really easy to fix. There are also unwanted options in the menu which the
developer didn't get rid of, such as equipment. I feel like for a game that is planning to go commercial, the developers would at
least bother to google how to do it. In fact there is a forum post with a tutorial on how to remove them and it's literally the first
thing that shows up when you google ''rpg maker vx ace removing menu options''. There are even scripts to do it!
The story is not really anything too amazing or new. I won't spoil anything for you but just know that there are games with
similar plots(ex: Dear Sister). And as I mentioned earlier in my review it does have quite a few plot holes too.
There was graphics clash since the developer tried to use realistic sprites and RTP together. One of the resource packs used is
meant to be for taller characters so there were objects like beds 3 times the size of the player.
There were things I did enjoy in it too. The length was just about perfect(BE WARNED, the game takes 1.5 hours or so to beat.
I know some people consider that short. I don't, but I thought I'd point it out)and the price was reasonable. I liked exploring
different parts of the house and I liked the little secrets hidden around the place, like the teddy bears.
Overall, I cannot recommend this game. While it could be a good first game it shouldn't be commercial. For the developers, try
uploading some free games and getting feedback on them before going commercial. I heavily recommend Rpg Maker Net or
Rpg Maker Web as there are a lot of rpg maker experts that would be willing to give feedback to help the game improve. This
developer clearly has potential but needs to improve. I'm sure Episode 2 could be better since the dev will be getting feedback
for this game.
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For the dev: I'd be willing to help out too whether it's giving feedback or helping with eventing. I'm sure you will improve so
please don't take my review harshly :)
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"The Amazing Adventures of Ash - Afterparty" is a game developed by Z3roram Studios and developed using the RPG Maker
VX engine. The game is a horror-style one if you will, and is mostly puzzle-based but has a few RPG elements to it, such as the
casual RPG fighting. The game stars a girl named Ashlee who gets invited to a party, but later needs to escape the house which
the party took place, with everyone vanished and unable to help her. Only to discover the shocking truth behind who owns the
house, and why souls are present within the house.

I have just beaten the game as I'm writing this review. If you know about the other RPG Maker games "Witch's House" and
"Five Nights at F***Boy's", you would say gameplay is like a mix between the two (Without the sexual themes of FNaFB,
obviously). Most of the game is about solving puzzles within the house, and sometimes you'll come across a monster which you
must fight and defeat RPG-style. So this game involves leveling up and gaining new abilities. But it's a bit cheezy how the minor
combat feature mixes in with the major aspects.

This game MIGHT also be a "Choices Matter" type as I have been given feedback from the game after doing a specific set of
actions. Such as taking an item only to realize I was accused of stealing it later in the game. But I'm pretty sure these choices
don't matter as much as other games like Undertale.

People were complaining that the game was poor for its puzzle solving, how it wasn't as difficult and convolluted as other puzzle
games, which kind of make you think logically. But overall, this game is a pass for me. It's the kind of game you would expect
from paying $2 for it, like something out of a dollar store.

STORY 6\/10
PRESENTATION 8\/10
GAMEPLAY 6\/10
VALUE 8\/10
OVERALL 7\/10. The Amazing Adventures of Ash is a puzzle rpg with some dark tones to it. Play as Ash[ley], an amnesiac
klepto who only takes what will most certainly be convenient to her later. Good sound design (even though some of it doesn't
really fit the theme), artwork could use some work though. Game's an okay first game. Would be better if it was made from
scratch and not through rpg maker. Needs mouse support.
See my video here: https:\/\/youtu.be\/RF25-RhAchQ
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